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Review of instruments produced by SKB EP, LLC
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      Our company has been operating SKB EP, LLC (Irkutsk) instruments since 2006: PKV/M7, 
MIKO-1, MIKO-2.3. These instruments are used by specialists from electrical substation service 
department to analyze vacuum and oil HV circuit breakers at a voltage of 6-10-35-110-220 kV, 
as well as to analyze disconnecting switches of 35-110-220 kV. There are HV circuit breakers of 
the following types among them: MKP-110, VMT-110, VEB-110, VGT-110, U-220, VMT-220, 
S-35M, VT (VTD)-35, VM (VMD)-35, VK (VKE)-10, VVE-M-10, etc. The advantages of PKV/M7
are the ease of operation, the ability to determine defects without disassembling a HV circuit breaker,are the ease of operation, the ability to determine defects without disassembling a HV circuit breaker,
the ability to view the data from the gained measurements and graphs of dynamic characteristics, 
the choice between local and remote type of triggering, the ability to use it on almost all types of 
switching equipment, the great number of controlled parameters and their accuracy and the 
compactness. The instrument is put in a protected case, that is important when transporting and 
working at the electric power substation. MIKO-1 and MIKO-2.3 are used to measure the transient 
resistance of switching devices contact joints with a voltage of 6-10-35-110-220kV. The advantages 
of the instruments are: a low weight, size and compactness, a durable housing, the sufficient current of the instruments are: a low weight, size and compactness, a durable housing, the sufficient current 
for conducting necessary measurements, the autonomous power supply (MIKO-1) and the 
ease of use that much important.
      We recommend these devices to all energy organizations and enterprises.
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